Directional selectivity and frequency tuning of midbrain cells in the oyster toadfish, Opsanus tau.
Single-unit recordings were made from areas in the midbrain (torus semicircularis) of the oyster toadfish. We evaluated frequency tuning and directional responses using whole-body oscillation to simulate auditory stimulation by particle motion along axes in the horizontal and mid-sagittal planes. We also tested for bimodality in responses to auditory and hydrodynamic stimuli. One recording location in each animal was marked by a neurobiotin injection to confirm the recording site. Recordings were made in nucleus centralis, nucleus ventrolateralis, and the deep cell layer. Most units were frequency-selective with best frequencies between 50 and 141 Hz. Suppression of activity was apparent in 10% of the cells. Bimodality was common, including inhibition and suppression of background activity by auditory or hydrodynamic stimulation. The majority of the cells were directionally selective with directional response patterns that were sharpened compared with those of primary saccular afferents. The best directional axes were arrayed widely in spherical space, covering most azimuths and elevations. This representation is adequate for the computation of the motional axis of an auditory stimulus for sound source localization.